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back! He’s
completed
Enduro Africa
and tells us its
been a life
changing experience.
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Club diary
I learnt about
motorcycling

We’ve held the
front page for
his return and
would like to
congratulate
him on a
brilliant effort.
Well done
from us all!

those

I.A.M.

from THAT!



Special events!

Congratulations!

Who knows maybe next year we’ll see him in the Dakar Rally!
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Join in the Toy Run!
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View from the Chair
Another
year is fast
drawing to
an end.
“my Tom-Tom
The
spent all morning weather in
trying to turn me the early
part of the
around and travel
‘summer’
to London”
has made
this a year
we might
choose to
forget and
the
opportunity of fine
days and warm
rides did not
materialise as we
would have liked.
All was not lost
however and the
latter part of
summer did
improve a little.
This was not
evident however
when we rode to
Aberystwyth to
meet Alex on his
‘Long Way Up!’
fundraising ride, the
wind and rain made
it a memorable day
“EnduroAfrica—a for all the wrong
reasons which was
truly humbling
and life changing only added to by
the fact that I had
experience”
not changed the
routing on my TomTom and it spent all
morning trying to
turn me around and
travel to London, so
much for my
computer skills!
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Our congratulations

must go to Alex and
his brother Ben for
their stirling efforts
to raise money for
charity in not the
best of weather
conditions. I was
disappointed to
have missed the
last meeting and
consequently Alex’s
presentation on the
trip, hopefully I will
be able to catch it
another time.
My reason for
missing the meeting
was that I was
taking part in the
2007 EnduroAfrica
event. This turned
out to be one of the
most exciting and
influential events I
have ever taken
part in, the
experience of riding
off road in a
beautiful country
like South Africa
and the opportunity
to meet and talk to

the local
community
and in
particular
the children
was a truly
humbling
and life
changing
experience.
I will put
together a
presentation
and hopefully with
your indulgence try
and communicate my
experiences to you in
the early New Year.
Thankfully neither of
us required the services of the Rev Paul
Sinclair (the ‘Faster
Pastor’) who gave us
a very entertaining
evening on what I
think most of us
would suggest was
not the easiest of
subjects.
A warm and friendly
welcome to all new
members and hearty
congratulations to all
those who have
passed the test in
2007 . I’d like to
take this opportunity
to wish everybody a
very Happy
Christmas and New
Year with safe and
enjoyable riding in
2008.
(Graeme Willett)

Funny Quotes
Faster, faster, faster, until the thrill of speed overcomes the fear
of death… Hunter S. Thompson
Why are motorcycle dealers closed on Sundays? Because Sunday
is for worship... Catholics go to church, Motorcyclists go to the
track. Justin Skalka
98% of all Harleys ever sold are still on the road. The other 2%
made it home. Anon
I'd rather be riding my motorcycle thinking about God than sitting
in church thinking about my motorcycle. Anonymous
I believe many Harley guys spend more time revving their engines than actually driving anywhere; I sometimes wonder why
they bother to have wheels on their motorcycles. Dave Barry
People are more violently opposed to fur than leather because it's
safer to harass rich women than motorcycle gangs. Anon

The Editor’s bit!
Its been a busy time since the
last newsletter I did my ‘Long
Way Up!’ challenge,
contributed to a feature in
‘Bike’ magazine (‘Are You
Sitting Comfortably’ - Nov
issue) and I’m in the process
of building one of the UK’s first
motorcycle simulators! This is
all by way of an apology for
not getting the newsletter out
sooner! Even with the brilliant
help of Peter and Danny we’re
a little behind schedule with
this one but it has meant we
could wait until Graeme returned from his African

Our next newsletter is due for
February so hopefully we’ll be
back on track by then!
In the meantime, join in the
Toy Run on December 8th,
have a great Christmas and
keep your contributions
coming in for the next
newsletter. If you haven’t
contributed yet, make it a New
Year’s resolution to send
something in (a joke, a funny
picture, a story etc)

“keep your
contributions
coming!”

Cheers for now
(Alex Stedmon)

Not the Blue Book — stocking filler?
Limited number of copies left of 'Not The Blue Book' … a snip at £5 each.— contact
Mick Ford
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Who’s who on the committee

“meet the
committee”
Chairman:
Graeme Willett

Secretary:
Mike Sheehan

Senior Observer
(Test & Guidance):
Mike Barker

Senior observer:
Tony Grimshaw

Webmaster:
Dr Peter Harris

Newsletter Editor:
Alex Stedmon
Examiners
Roy Stevenson & Ian
Salsbury conduct
tests on motorcycles
in the Derbyshire
area.

Treasurer:
Mick Ford

Committee member:
Pete Macrorie

Derek Sutcliffe
Derek has recently
reigned as
membership
secretary. We would
like to thank him for
all his hard work in
this role.
Richard Ballard has
taken over as the
membership
secretary.

Membership
Secretary:
Richard Ballard
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Attack of the clones!
Picture the scene … girlfriend is driving down the motorway, doing
about 80ish steadily overtaking a stream of traffic in the inside lane.
Passed the traffic, and starts to move back in to the inside lane.
Girlfriend checks rear mirror, left mirror and fortunately does a
left-shoulder check just as we start to move back in. Cue a swerve
back into middle lane cos there's a Harley in the blind spot.
We'd passed two matching Harleys (Sportsters I think). These bikes
and riders were *identical* - same bike, same jacket, same helmet
everything!

“drivers rely on
‘mirror history’
more than most
people realise”

She'd remembered passing one of the bikes, which she could see
clearly in her rear view mirror, so started the move left thinking it
would be clear.
Girlfriend spends a lot of time pillion with me and so she is a very
bike aware driver. It could have been nasty if she hadn't done that
final shoulder check - she also wants to say sorry for scaring the
Harley rider.
Drivers rely on 'mirror history' more than most people realise.
Do you ever ride in a pack of identical bikes with matching kit?
Is being a clone make it harder for drivers to keep track of you?
What about training school riders? 2 or 3 bikes, all wearing yellow Hi
Viz, sometimes even identical bikes for DAS level and for some of
the bigger schools matching jackets.
"Clone hazard" - it's a new one on me.
(Paul Pearson) - taken from http://www.visordown.com

The ‘Faster Pastor’
October’s club night saw us treated to a special guest speaker, the
Rev Paul Sinclair (the ’Faster Pastor’). He gave a very entertaining
presentation and demonstration of his unique motorcycle and sidecar
’hearse’. It was a testament (no pun intended!) to his enthusiastic
style that we all went outside and braved the cold as he continued
his talk in the car-park. He gave some very entertaining examples
of funerals he’s conducted as well as showing a more sensitive side
to such proceedings using a motorbike and sidecar instead of a
normal hearse. Check out his website for more details of his work
www.fasterpastor.com
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Join in with the newsletter!
Got something to say? Then we want to hear it! Heard a good joke?
Then share it with us! Had a close shave? Then we’ll put it into ’I
learnt about motorcycling from THAT’ (we don’t have to put your
name to it!). Would you like to put an article together? Then let us
know about it! Its easy to get started and I’m happy to help out.
The easiest way to contribute is to email something in. You don’t
have to send a full article in, just a quick email or a even a good
joke is fine! Send material to: alex.stedmon@nottingham.ac.uk
(please check the spelling) and mark the subject ‘Newsletter’

Rat Bike

“the committee
decided not to
buy this bike”

The Mk 1 dark and light chocolate bike
You know the saying about chocolate teapots? Well, here is an item
that was presented at the committee’s last meeting (who says we
don’t do anything serious at committee meetings?).
After serious consideration, the committee decided it would not be in
the best interests of the club to purchase the vehicle for advanced
training purposes, as it was doubtful that the headlight could be
relied on to work. Nevertheless, the idea was promising, and it was
decided that a prize would be given for an improved design. The
rules for the competition are as follows:
(1) the finished model must be on display at the DAM Christmas
dinner. (2) it must be designed and constructed without help from
outside the club. (3) it must be constructed only of edible materials.
Peter Harris will be sponsoring the prize (probably a packet of
biscuits!) - see him for more details if you want to enter!
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Out of Africa
In 1986,
Mkele
Mbembe
was on
holiday in
Kenya after
graduating
from
University.
On a hike
through the
bush, he
came
across a
young bull
elephant standing
with one leg raised in
the air. The elephant
was in distress, so
Mbembe approached
it very carefully.
He got down on one
knee and inspected
the elephant's foot
and found a large
piece of wood deeply
embedded in it.
As carefully and as
gently as he could,
Mbembe worked the
wood out with his
hunting knife, after
which the elephant
gingerly put down its
foot.
The elephant turned
to face the man, and
with a rather curious
look on its face,
stared at him for
several tense
moments.

Mbembe stood
there frozen, thinking of nothing else
but the possibility of
being trampled.
Eventually the
elephant trumpeted
loudly, turned, and
walked away.
Mbembe never
forgot that elephant
or the events of
that day.
Twenty years later,
Mbembe was
walking through the
Chicago Zoo with
his teenage son.
As they approached
the elephant
enclosure, one of
the creatures
turned and walked
over to near where
Mbembe and his
son Tapu were
standing.

The large
bull
elephant
stared at
Mbembe,
lifted its
front foot
off the
ground,
then put
it down.
The
elephant
did this
several
times
while staring at the
man.

“he stood there
thinking of
nothing else but
the possibility of
being trampled”

Remembering the
encounter in 1986,
Mbembe couldn't help
wondering if this was
the same elephant.
Mbembe summoned
up his courage,
climbed over the
railing and made his
way into the
enclosure. He walked
right up to the
elephant and stared
back in wonder. The
elephant trumpeted,
wrapped its trunk
around one of
Mbembe' s legs and
slammed him against
the railing, killing him
instantly.
Probably wasn't the
same elephant.
(Graeme Willett)
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A quick joke ...
The Smiths, unable to conceive children, decided to use a surrogate
father to start their family. On the day
the proxy father was to arrive, a doorto-door baby photographer
happened to ring the doorbell hoping to
make a sale. 'Good morning, Ma'am',
he said, 'I've come to...'

The photographer opened his briefcase and pulled out a portfolio of his
baby pictures. 'These twins turned
out very well - especially as their
mother was so difficult to work with.'

'Oh, no need to explain,' Mrs. Smith
cut in, embarrassed, 'I've been expecting you.'

'Yes, I'm afraid so. I finally had to
take her to the park to get the job
done right. People were crowding
around four and five deep to get a
good look'

'Have you really?' said the photographer. 'Well, that's good. Did you know
babies are my specialty?'
'Well that's what my husband and I
had hoped. Please come in and have a
seat'. After a moment she asked,
blushing, 'Well, where do we start?'
'Leave everything to me. I usually try
two in the bathtub, one on the couch,
and perhaps a couple on the bed. And
sometimes the living room floor is fun.
You can really spread out there.'
'Bathtub, living room floor? No wonder
it didn't work out for Harry and me!'
'Well, Ma'am, none of us can guarantee a good one every time. But if we
try several different positions and I
shoot from six or seven angles, I'm
sure you'll be pleased with the results.'
'My, that's a lot!', gasped Mrs. Smith.
'Ma'am, in my line of work a man has
to take his time. I'd love to be In and
out in five minutes, but I'm sure you'd
be disappointed with that.'
'Don't I know it,' said Mrs. Smith
quietly.
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'She was difficult?' asked Mrs.
Smith.

'Four and five deep?' said Mrs.
Smith, her eyes wide with amazement.
'Yes', the photographer replied. 'The
mother was constantly squealing
and yelling - I could hardly concentrate, and when darkness approached I had to rush my shots.
Finally, when the squirrels began
nibbling on my equipment, I just had
to pack it all in.'
Mrs. Smith leaned forward. 'Do you
mean they actually chewed on your,
uh...equipment?'
'It's true, Ma'am, yes.. Well, if you're
ready, I'll set-up my tripod and we
can get to work right away.'
'Tripod?'
'Oh yes, Ma'am. I need to use a tripod to rest my Canon on. It's much
too big to be held in the hand very
long.'
Mrs. Smith fainted
(Mike Sheehan)

I learnt about motorcycling from THAT!
Last Sunday I was walking the dog in some fields nearby the
house. I heard a very loud “bang” which sounded like a collision
some distance away. It took me a good ten minutes to reach the
source of the noise which was at the staggered junction of a B
road, running parallel to the fields, and a minor road staggercrossing the B road.

“the biker was
A motorcyclist travelling at approximately the 40 mph speed limit
(according to a witness) had been overtaking a Peugeot 106 which
had just pulled onto the B road from the minor road on the
motorcyclist’s left and in front of the bike. Unfortunately the
Peugeot driver then turned right in order to continue on the
staggered minor road and into the motorcycle which crashed into
the driver’s door. Whether the car driver had indicated his
intended immediate right turn or not is not known! (Have you
noticed how many drivers/riders just do not indicate these days?)

thrown over the
car”

The biker was thrown over the car. A number of people had
arrived on the scene immediately, but there was not a lot that
anyone could do for the rider. The ambulance arrived promptly
plus a doctor and at least three police cars. The assumption that
the fellow would be fine when his broken leg was mended proved
to be too optimistic. He died at the hospital. He was 41 years old.
I was just walking the dog that day, but I have had the lesson reinforced; “Do not overtake at a junction!” AND “Be very alert
at a staggered junction!”
(Jon May)
The Derbyshire Advanced Motorcyclists started the ‘I learnt
about motorcycling from THAT’ - its an opportunity to share
experiences and learn from each other’s near-misses/
mistakes/general observations. You can send in your contributions anonymously if you like but the important thing is
to send something in if/when it happens and hopefully save
someone else from making the same mistake in the future.
I was riding home from work the other night and a little frustrated
at the slow car in front. It crossed a junction at 20mph and I saw
the driver was looking left and right. Was he lost, nervous of the
junction, looking for a specific road name or just a doddering old
driver? It could have been any of these but the safest solution
was to back off slightly (making sure if was safe to slow down with
traffic behind me) and wait for the driver to act. It was very
tempting to zip past but without any warning the car suddenly
turned right (trying to do a U-turn!) and so it could have been very
messy!
(Alex Stedmon)
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Tribute to Brian Birks 1973—2007

“over 80 trophies,
over 100 wins”

Brian was born in
Mackworth, Derby,
25th May 1973.
From 1997 Brian
worked in the
motorcycle tyre
industry at Derby
and then in 2004
he started up his
own business in
Sutton in Ashfield,
BB Tyres
(motorcycles).
Brian’s passion for
bikes started at a
very early age
when he saw Kevin
Schwantz racing in
Moto GP. His
career in racing bikes started in 2000 as a member of the Derby
Phoenix Club. The Plum Pudding race at Mallory Park, Leicestershire
was his first race of which he won 2 out of 3 races on a Yamaha R1.
There was still ice on the track but Brian would never let this slow
him down. Brian was a legend in himself. Wherever he went he
would be the one who would help out his fellow competitors as
Brian’s philosophy on racing was that when he won his races, he won
them fair and square. If they needed their bike setting up better or
their suspension was not set up right, they would call on Brian to
help them out. His main competitors were Paul Norbury race number
65 and John Tattersall, race number 31. Whenever they raced it
would be these 3 guys leading from the front. Brian’s racing team
comprised of 1 other member, his partner Lisa Morton, Brian’s
number 1 fan. Between them they would ensure that Brian was
ready to go, on time, for each and every race. If they needed any
further mechanical assistance they would turn to RMD Dyno, Graham
Barrow, engine tuning, Ken Somerton, Ohlins suspension who would
always be on hand for backup.
One of Birksy’s major achievements was to ride in the Southern 100,
Isle of Man, where he was the 61st competitor to complete a 100mph
lap. He was the third best newcomer, just behind Guy Martin and
Martin Finnegan. This was the first time that he had ever rode in a
road race. He rode a Suzuki 1000 but there was a problem with the
throttle sensor which was not working correctly so god only knows
what speed he would have reached if this had been working as it
should.
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His racing
career had to
take a step
down on the
arrival of his
daughter,
Amy Emma
Birks but this
was after winning over 80
trophies, over
100 wins,
receiving the
man of the
meeting
award for
winning a race
at Snetterton,
in the pouring
rain, with a 25
seconds lead.
BB Tyres was in the second year of business when Brian was tragically killed in a car
accident at 34 years of age.
His partner, Lisa Morton, in honour of Brian, will be carrying on this business herself
and will still trade as BB Tyres, Sutton in Ashfield (see page 18 for details).
Lisa has also started a Brian Birks Donation Fund. There will be an annual Brian
Birks Trophy race, to be held at Mallory Park; she will also assist the Marshals who
will work on that day at the race meeting and they will have all food and drink,
accommodation if required paid for, as both Lisa and Brian appreciated the time and
commitment that these dedicated people give freely, to enable these events to be
carried out with safety for the riders being paramount; to also assist the Air
Ambulance Service on the Isle of Man by giving a yearly donation for their support
during racing events. For more information and/or to give to this fund, please
contact: Lisa Morton, t/a BB Tyres, Unit 1, 33 Kirkby Road, Sutton in Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, NG17 1GG
Shane Pearson, a friend of Brian’s and a very talented young rider has created a
tribute bike in loving memory of Brian and is racing this bike for the rest of the
season with Derby Phoenix RC. If you would like to see this bike please check out
the website at www.derbyphoenix.co.uk for dates and venues of their race
meetings.
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The ‘Long Way Up!’

“thank you to
everyone who
supported us”

August Bank Holiday Sunday saw the grand finale of the ‘Long Way
Up!’ challenge. Alex & Ben arrived at the ‘Cat & Fiddle’ to be greeted
by over 20 bikes who joined the convoy back to Matlock and the
official finish of a 2,800 mile trip round the UK for Cancer Research
UK and the Acorns Children’s Hospice Trust. They took in the 4
furthest points North, East, South, and West on the UK mainland,
travelled from Lands End to John O’Groats and climbed the 3 highest
mountains in England, Scotland and Wales along the way. We’d like
to say a very big thank you to everyone who joined us throughout
the challenge and supported us. We couldn’t have done it without
you. The money is just about all in now and we raised £6103.53
which is a fantastic result. (Alex & Ben) We’ve cut this story short
due to the sad news below.

Christopher Bullock (1947 - 2007)
This is a late addition to the newsletter—it is our sad duty to inform
you that the IAM Chief Executive, Christopher Bullock, has died. He
was taken ill and rushed to hospital but did not recover. As he had
not been ill before and he was only 60 years old, this has come as a
complete shock to his friends and family.
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Christopher took over as Chief Executive in January 1995 and had
been in charge of an expanding IAM since then. He has been at the
forefront of change within the IAM and a ceaseless advocate of road
safety. He will be sorely missed.

Taz’s Tours
Mark & Mel are planning a trip to Northern Ireland in 2008 probably around June time for 6 nights. The planned trip includes:





an overnight ferry crossing from Fleetwood
four nights at the Inn
return overnight crossing back home.

The pub we plan to stay at is called The Fullerton Arms, Ballintoy,
County Antrim. If you want to have a look at the place go to
www.fullertonarms.co.uk .

“come along and
try an ‘Ulster Fry’
or visit Joey
Dunlop’s Bar &
museum”

There is easy access to various tourist attractions – The Giant’s
Causeway, Bushmiills Whiskey Distillery, Glens of Antrim, Belfast is
about an hours ride away where you can try an Ulster Fry (a
fabulous breakfast), visit the City Hall amongst many other sights.
Ballymoney is just a ride away where you can visit Joey Dunlops
Bar and museum.
The cost for a single person sharing a cabin on the ferry and a twin
room and is approximately ₤350, a couple on two bikes ₤670, a
couple on one bike is ₤600. The price will include return ferry
crossings with a meal and four nights dinner bed and breakfast in
Ireland.
The plan at the moment is to get the ferry on a Wednesday night
and return on the overnight ferry on the following Monday night.
If you want to join us let us know as soon as possible so we can
confirm numbers.
Email to mel4taz@yahoo.co.uk

Planning a trip?
If you’re planning a trip or doing your own charity ride next
summer, let us know so we can give you some free publicity! Or
perhaps you’ve done a big ride sometime in the past? Why not tell
us about it and include a photo for the newsletter!
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Our riders joined the protest!
The day was organized by Rider Connect and Motor Cycle News.
Mike Edwards, Paul Simpson, his wife Carolyn, and myself went on
the rally.
We started at Wembley Stadium with 4000 other bikers escorted by
police to Whitehall. This was closed to all other traffic and a number
of speakers (mainly MP's) spoke. The rally was against the proposed
CONGESTION CHARGES for all vehicles including motor cycles.
(Dennis Shelley)

Congratulations! You passed*
Barrie Gill

(Observer Graeme Willett)

Kevin Stevenson

(Observer Pete Clarke)

Sean Trueman

(Observer Paul Hopewell)

* “but not without fault” as Roy usually says!
Thank you
I would just like to thank Tony for all his time/patience/dedication to
help me pass my Advanced Riding test first time round. This is the
only time I have ever done anything right, first time, as both
my driving and riding test took me two attempts!
The skills that I have learnt have been invaluable in making me both
a safer and more confident rider and getting so much fun out of
riding my bike.
Thanks again matey
(Deb Roberts)

Welcome to our new members
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Please join us in welcoming our new members!

Its your club ...
You know what its like, you’re at a Christmas party and someone asks you about the
club. They could be a potential new member or just a friendly relative making
conversation, but what can you tell people about the club?
Here’s Derek’s aide memoir which might come in handy!
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

Currently 120 + members
All ages welcome, mostly 40+, including ladies riders & pillions.
All bikes welcome from Fire Blades to Hardly Moving Son. (should you decide
to do the IAM course your bike must be capable of sustaining the motorway
speed limit of 70 MPH)
Our Club night is on the 2nd Monday of each month.
Meet at the Meadows in Derby , Time 8.00pm to 10.00pm
We always hold a raffle and sometimes you might even win!
During the winter months we invite guest speakers to discuss their
experiences & motorcycle related topics.
All guidance given by our Observers is road based & strictly to the Highway
Code (no wheelies, no stoppies, no knee down action, power slides etc).
Guidance is given 1:1 by a Club Observer, who will give constructive
comment on your riding style & will assess your needs & requirements to
enable you to pass your test.
Once your observer has deemed you test ready you will be invited for a pretest run with a Senior Observer of the club, upon his satisfaction you can
then apply for a test date.
The test is conducted by a serving Police Officer, you will ride for
approximately 1.5-2 hours, the Officer may use one way radio
communication to give instruction.
DAM bike club hold organised Social Evenings, Ride Outs, Mini Breaks, Toy
Runs, Easter Egg runs, & have an Annual Christmas Dinner.
DAM annual subscription is £10.00 & is collected during January, Mandatory
in order to remain a club member & receive Observer guidance (cheques
preferred)
Upon passing you test you will be invited to take observer training & become
an Observer, putting something back into the club.
The club holds a wide selection of service tools & training videos for use by
club members only .

(Derek Sutcliffe)
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Caption Competition
No one entered the caption competition last time so how about this
picture (you may recognise the rider!)?! This was sent in by Andy
Marshall. Email your answers into the newsletter (see page 6 for
details)

Potted history (… it could be you!)
In the last newsletter we read about Mike Sheehan’s potted biking
history. Why not tell us your own potted history? Its easy, just
email the newsletter with brief answers to the following questions
and we’ll put you in the next available issue!
1st bike owned:
Early bikes:
Worst bike owned:
Best bike Owned:
Current bike:
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Next time in the newsletter ...
Next time in the newsletter we’ll be featuring:
EnduroAfrica — hear all about Graeme’s charity ride — he’ll be giving a talk about
it sometime but we’ll have a sneak preview of some of his adventures and
memorable moments.
Your contributions! Join in with the newsletter! We want to hear from you
There’s no deadline for submissions—just send something in and we’ll put it in the
next available issue!

How I passed my bike test!
I began riding bikes on the ‘ride as a leaner for 2 years’ policy. At the time I had
good intentions of taking my test but I never got round to it and the time lapsed.
Fast forward a few years and I was back on the road with a Honda CG125. The bike
in itself was quite remarkable. I’d been given it for free by a friend’s mum who I
guessed had dropped it and left it in the garage ever since (a scuffed and bent brake
lever was the clue). It was 12 years old and only had 500 miles on the clock from
new! Fair enough, it didn’t have tax or an MoT but it still had fuel in the tank (not
that is was very good by then)! It was probably the best example if its kind for its
age! I checked it over, put new tyres and battery on it and it was roadworthy once
again. I then trained for my test with the aim of taking as soon as possible. There
was a bit of a wait in Nottingham at the time and so I took the cunning step of
booking my test in Aberystwyth. Its where my mum was living and there was
hardly any waiting list! An added bonus was that there were only 3 sets of traffic
lights and a single roundabout, and no dual carriageways in those days (there’s still
no dual carriageways today!) The test in itself was a breeze, the only tricky bit being a tractor that I got stuck behind for a while. Once it was over, I chatted with the
examiner and told him I’d ridden over from Nottingham the day before. It had
taken me 4.5 hours, the bike was way too small for me and whether I passed or
failed I had the return journey to make. He was genuinely impressed that I’d ridden
140 miles on a 125cc bike to do my test and said that on the basis I’d made it over
safely he said he should have just passed me!
(Alex Stedmon)
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For Sale/Wanted
Anything to sell, need anything, want to swap anything? Let us know!
2 & 3 seater brown Leather sofas—virtually brand new, hardly sat
on! RRP was £1500, they cost me £980 in the sale they could be yours
for £450ovno (Contact Alex 07734651247)
HONDA 550/4, 1978 with VRC (log book), complete and all together,
runner (just about) but needs restoring, £450 ono. ARIEL LEADER,
early 60’s, complete and all together (except for panniers), was running when laid up about 20 yrs ago, full restoration, £450 ono. Cliff
Briggs, Melbourne (01332 865130 or 07867 904777)
cliff.briggs@tesco.net
Honda Blackbird 1998 model (last of the carburettor models)
Candy Red, superb condition. (not a scratch on it) approx 21k miles.
New MoT and 6 months Tax. An absolute bargain at £2750
(Contact Chris Moyers 07980 801707 or Paul Gicquel 01543 256443)
Garage Guard … extra security for your up-and-over garage door …
offers. Gas fire … coal effect, insets in place of fire place or fit flush to
wall … just the thing to warm the lounge while you're cleaning the bike
of a winter evening … offers (Contact Mick Ford)

At your service!
If you know of any local bike shops or garages where club members
can get a discount or where you’ve had particularly good service, then
let us know!
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Club Diary 2007/2008
December
8 Christmas Toy Run!!!
(Little Eaton Little Chef—ready to leave by 9:30am)
10 Club night

“keep riding
through the

January
14 Club night
February
11 Club night

winter—it
probably won’t be
much worse than
the summer
we’ve had!”

March
10 Club night
April
14 Club night

Club nights take place on the second Monday of each month at
The Meadows Inn, Chequer’s Road, Cattle Market, Derby DE21 6EP
Ride outs usually meet up at 09:00 hrs at the Little Chef (Little
Eaton Roundabout) For general information please contact
Graeme Willett (graeme.willett@talk21.com)
‘Chip shop run’ these are sometimes organised on a week night.
We ride out for a couple of hours and take in a chip shop or pub
somewhere! If you’ve got a favourite biker’s pub or chip shop and
would like to sort one of these rides out please let us know!
Tell us your favourite ride!
We’re always on the look out for potential ride out destinations or
routes. Do you know a good pub (that’s biker friendly!) or some
cool roads. It doesn’t have to be a mega all day ride, even if its just
good for an hour or two then that’s still great for an evening rides
out. Even if you don’t want to organise one but know of a good
route, then let us know! Of course, if you do want to organise a ride
out then that’s great too! Let us know and we’ll get it into the
newsletter and sorted at the next club night!
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Join our club!
If you’re not a member of our club why not pop along to one of our club nights?
(full details are on page 19)
We’re a friendly bunch and whether you’re looking for some mates to talk bikes, ride
out with, or fancy having a go at your advanced test, we’ll be happy to see you!

First bike ...
We all have to start somewhere! This
is one of the club on his first bike, can
you tell who it is?
We didn’t get any guesses last month
so the prize (packet of crisps) is up
for grabs on this old photo!
Email your guesses for this happy
biker to:
alex.stedmon@nottingham.ac.uk

Got an old picture of yourself? You don’t have to be on a bike but if you are so
much the better! Send it in!

The New Highway Code
Just reading about the code—do they honestly believe that the average British
motorist will "merge in turn" ? It will probably be given the same consideration as
the use of hand held mobile phones!

Regards
(Graeme Willett)

